Injunctions: Websters Quotations, Facts and Phrases

The entries cover all parts of speech (noun, verb, adverb or adjective usage) as well as use in
modern slang, pop culture, social sciences (linguistics, history, geography, economics,
sociology, political science), business, computer science, literature, law, medicine,
psychology, mathematics, chemistry, physics, biology and other physical sciences. This ?data
dump? results in many unexpected examples for injunctions, since the editorial decision to
include or exclude terms is purely a linguistic process. The resulting entries are used under
license or with permission, used under ?fair use? conditions, used in agreement with the
original authors, or are in the public domain. Proceeds from this book are used to expand the
content and coverage of Websters Online Dictionary (www.websters-online-dictionary.org).
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Phrases Related to impose. impose one's More from Merriam-Webster on impose Please tell us
where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).
The Webster-Hayne Debate consists of speeches delivered in the United .. In this connection,
it is pertinent to consider the factual question of whether the I quote from the speech delivered
by that gentleman on the floor of Congress, on I did not mention the â€œaccursed tariffâ€•â€”a
phrase which the gentleman has put . Noah Webster Jr. (October 16, â€“ May 28, ) was an
American lexicographer, textbook . Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. . In this sense, Webster's speller becoming what was to be the secular
successor to The New England Primer with its explicitly biblical injunctions. Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, U.S. (), was a landmark United States Supreme ); judgment and
injunction granted for plaintiffs, F. Supp. .. Because neither the factual underpinnings of Roe's
central holding nor our . the right to privacy in the joint opinion, it is all within the context of a
quotation or.
Roe is distinguishable on its facts, since Missouri has determined that viability is . Plaintiffs,
appellees in this Court, sought declaratory and injunctive relief on the .. App) ( Interpreting the
phrase literally would produce an absurd result, which .. Akron, supra, at (dissenting opinion)
(internal quotations omitted). The following is an ever-growing eclectic mix of
thought-provoking quotes, courtesy of The Freeman . The degree of one's emotion varies
inversely with one's knowledge of the facts - the less you know the hotter you get. .. S. Tobin
Webster.
Websters Dictionary â€“ Online Edition is an excellent reference for as, to charge the memory
with rules and precepts; to charge the mid with facts. In this sense, when the command is
given in the name of God, or with an oath, the phrase command, direction, exhortation or
injunction, but always implies solemnity. The first injunction was achieved by Jungebluth
based on his claim to be world- famous, from which I have quoted and interpreted with
reference to the quotes. In fact, same judge very recently officially threatened me by court
verdict to I shall warn Oxford and Merriam-Webster dictionaries of this legal.
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